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 The 36th General Chapter 
 Brothers of the Sacred Heart 
 From an American, first-timer’s perspective 
 (continued) 
 

Sunday, May 20, 2018 
 
While most people were gone for Sunday’s lunch, everyone had drifted back in time for 
Sunday evening prayer at 6:40 PM followed by dinner at 7:00 PM.  Though we had prayed 
for one of the brothers in a special way at Mass that morning, the brothers had prepared a 
surprise birthday for one of the translators who had come to Rome for the Chapter.  Ice cream 
cake and champagne were for dessert, and everyone dove in after singing “Happy Birthday” 
in at least 4 different languages.  (The ice cream cakes almost melted!) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Monday, May 21, 2018 
 
Today marked the beginning of the last week of the Chapter.  Though everyone knew this 
was that start of the home stretch, we also knew that we still had much work ahead of us, and 
we certainly knew there was no time to waste.   
 
The Spanish delegation was responsible for Monday liturgies, and they did a great job, as 
usual.  The brothers’ music and singing are always so uplifting.  It certainly puts you in a 
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prayerful mode.  For some reason, Mass was particularly meaning this morning and there was 
nothing particularly unusual about it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mark welcomed everyone to the day and the session, and we dove right in. 
 

After approving the agenda for the day, Allain 
turned the floor back over to Mark who had a 
proposal from the U.S. Province.  Since Brother 
Chris Sweeney had left the Chapter to attend to his 
gravely ill father, the U.S. Province was asking to 
seat its third alternate as a voting member of the 
assembly, replacing Chris.  Everyone certainly 
understood, 
and Brother 
Paul 
Montero is 

a stranger to no one in these proceedings.  The motion 
carried unanimously, and the Chapter burst into 
applause.  Paul immediately took Chris’ seat, and 
Allain refocused the group. 
 
Today, we began topic #4 of the approved Chapter 
agenda, “A Shared, Life-Giving Charism.” Rather than beginning in retreat mode, Brother 

Ray Hetu gave an outstanding PowerPoint presentation on 
what we mean by “sharing the charism” and methodically 
traced its origins through Institute decisions and 
publications, through Church documents, and to other 
texts all the way back to Father Coindre himself.  With 
careful logic he showed that Father Coindre’s charism was 
intended, by his design, to be the patrimony left to all the 
partners in his mission, i.e. religious, lay folks, and clerics 
alike.  He also sensitively, but quickly, put aside the 
concerns that sharing the charism with our lay partners 
would render the brothers either obsolete or out of 
existence.  Our charism, he stressed, was not merely “a” 
way to administer schools or simply “be in charge,” but it 
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was to be “our” way to evangelize the world 
through our educational apostolate that, 
most fundamentally, was: 

1. rooted in a spirituality of the Sacred 
Heart which took concrete form in 
compassionate, loving and forgiving 
relationships; 

2. reflective of a preferential option for 
the poor and a commitment to 
justice; 

3. nurtured through a pedagogy of trust; and 
4. implemented through a team approach. 
Our charism was not simply about ownership issues but 
about evangelizing ones which necessarily related to “our” 
(partners in mission) relationships with kids.  To be 
effective would require an “all-out” team effort of 
everyone in the school, and it certainly would entail 

getting out of our office and “rubbing elbows” with young people.  Ray’s comments were 
very well received. 
 
To support his main thesis, Ray invited four veteran and well-respected lay partners, who, as 
we say, are “All In!”  Each of them was asked to address the Chapter by preparing a 20-
minute presentation in light of the following questions: 

1. What has been your experience of the Brothers' educational charism? 
2. What do you, as a Catholic educator, receive from living out the charism? 
3. What do you offer to others in the sharing of the charism? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The three participants were: 
 
First, Mr. Luc Baillargeon, a partner in mission from Quebec, has been teaching and doing 
pastoral ministry with our community in Canada for 22 years.  Not surprising, Luc shared the 
impact the charism has had on his life as a professional educator.  What did catch everyone 
off guard was the way the charism has influenced Luc’s personal life as a husband and dad, 
and the way it has filtered into his work as an army chaplain.  What also caught everyone off-
guard was that it was in his blood – literally!  His father was the former Brother Adrian in 
Canada, who had joined the community at the age of 14 and who left religious life at 29.  

¾ 29. It is almost superfluous to note that, within 
the perspective of the Church-communion, 
these programmes of formation for sharing in 
mission and life with laypeople, in the light of 
the relative charism, should be designed and 
implemented even where vocations to the 
consecrated life are numerous. 
 

¾ 29. Il est quasi superflu d’observer que, dans la 
perspective de l’Église-communion, ces 
programmes de formation au partage de la 
mission et de la vie avec les laïcs, à la lumière 
du charisme propre, sont pensés et réalisés 
également là où les vocations à la vie 
consacrée sont nombreuses. 
 

¾ 29. Resulta superfluo observar que, en la 
perspectiva de la Iglesia-comunión, estos 
programas de formación a saber compartir la 
misión y la vida con los laicos, a la luz del 
carisma propio, deben ser pensados y 
activados también allí donde las vocaciones a 
la vida consagrada son numerosas.  
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Though he was dispensed from his vows, it was obvious from Luc’s story that his father 
didn’t leave the Institute.  The charism became part of his family and his upbringing. 
 
Secondly, Mr. John Devlin, a partner in mission in New Orleans, LA (USA), has been with 
the Brothers for 40 years as a teacher, assistant principal, principal and president.  His story 
was also quite riveting, and he has literally devoted all of his professional career – and more - 
to the Institute.  He has worked nowhere else!  John will leave Brother Martin High School 
on June 30, 2018, to become the first Executive Director of Education for the Province of the 
United States. 
 
Finally, and equally as impressive as the other two, was Mr. Jaime Palacio Forcat, a 
“Corazonista” from Spain.  Jaime, a 25-year veteran in Father Coindre’s mission, was so 
taken with the charism that he spent most of his ministerial life with his wife – and with us - 
in the jungles of Peru educating poor native children.  As a member of the Corazonistas, 
“Heart People,” in the mission, Jaime lived with his wife under the same roof as brothers, 
other married couples, and single folks.  He even contributed much of his salary to the 
upkeep of the community, and several of his children were born in Peru while his family was 
on mission there. 
 
Unfortunately, a fourth speaker, Mr. Fodé Etienne Keita from Guinea, was unable to 
obtain a Visa from the Italian government, and therefore, was unable to attend. 
 
Needless to say, the witnesses were quite powerful!  Such accomplished and gifted men; such 
quality disciples of Father Coindre’s charism!  But, there was even more. 
 
In addition to these witnesses, two brothers engaged in the sharing of Father Coindre’s 
charism with our lay partners. Brother Stéphane-Léon Sané, a new General Councilor and 
current Provincial of Senegal, and Brother Ivy LeBlanc, current Treasurer of the Province of 
the United States and Chair of the Coindre Leadership Program Board, then came forward to 
react to these presentations and to share with the Chapter their answers to three other 
questions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. What do I offer to laypeople as partners in the charism?   
2. What do I receive from laypeople in the experience of sharing Father Coindre's 

charism?   
3. What does that experience bring to my life as a Brother of the Sacred Heart?  

 
They, too, were extremely powerful and passionate in their words.  It was quite an energizing 
morning. 
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After lunch, the five participants were part of a panel Q&A session for the first hour of the 
afternoon sessions.  Members of the Chapter were invited to ask whatever they liked 
regarding the topic.  It was quite an engaging and energizing day, and the Chapter received 
them well. 

 
 
The second session of the afternoon was spent in our small language working groups.  Each 
delegate received a copy of the Pre-Chapter Assemblies’ proposals and a copy of its own 
synthesis work on the topic.  As a group, we were to select the proposal from the other 
language assemblies that most resonated with each of us.  Then, we were to decide on 
whether to select it, select our own proposal from our assembly, or write a new synthesis that 
we would propose to the Chapter as our suggested challenge for the next six years. 
 
Motivated by the energy in the larger Chapter room, the Anglophones got engaged in the task 
and came to consensus rather quickly.  This efficiency and like thinking allowed us to have a 
little extra time before gathering for evening prayer and supper. 
 
Though many of us had homework to do, 
we were quite motivated to accept our 
tasks – and of course, we found a little 
time for gelato! 
 


